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Abstract 
This paper aims to investigate paradigm shifts in the e-learning in order to understand what the changing technologies in e-
learning are for today and near future. Also this paper aims to describe how to make a paradigm shifts in e-learning to make that 
change happen.  
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1. Introduction  
Technologies are changing fast in the e-learning area and it is very important to adapt the change efficiently. 
Institutions need to understand factors related to change in their approaches to new technology to get over 
adaptation phases well. This paper aims to investigate paradigm shifts in the e-learning in order to understand what 
the changing technologies in e-learning are for today and near future are. Also this paper aims to describe how to 
make a paradigm shifts in e-learning to make that change happen. 
In the first part of the paper authors  describes how to make that the paradigm shift relating with some ideas and 
solutions  from a book titled as  “Paradigm Shift: The New Promise of Information Technology” (Prescott&Caston, 
1993). Authors put their own ideas and solutions about the e-learning to describe the paradigm shifts in this context. 
In that first part of paper reader can find the pathways and implementation ideas for e-learning.  
In the second part of the paper, readers can find the current technological developments that can also need a 
change for the teachers who would like to understand the new changing face of e-learning. Also at the end of this 
part the changing technologies for 2010 are mentioned shortly.  
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2. First Part: Paradigm Shift for E-Learning 
As humanity become a part of this earth there would be education in a way or another. The developing 
information technologies will be emerging g in the education in different ways. If we consider the still exposing 
growth of the IT economy  as Us Department of Labor indicates  (2009) this would be a better guess that we will see 
that more IT solutions in the area of the education. Also the developing countries would seem that they will need to 
invest more on IT on education (Edwards, 2002). The change would be happening in the future, In order to be in the 
arena of the education the institutions should adapt the new environment quickly and consciously.  Also according 
to Data Monitor reports (2007) it seems that to be competitive in the area of education the players should be 
investigating more on the technology. This investments also cannot be applied suddenly to an institution (especially 
the government based ones) .If we take a look into the change phases of the in order to make this investment and the 
change we could name that as a paradigm shift.  Prescott&Caston(1993) discusses this change in the perspective of 
information technology. So it would also possible to think that paradigm shift in the area of e-learning, we could 
apply many ideas from this book into e-learning to understand the new technology paradigm shift: 
2.1. Productive E-Teachers 
Productivity of knowledge and service workers addressed as the main greatest challenge that the managers should 
face. This idea is very true for the administrators to change their teachers’ point of view to technology. The teachers 
who would be giving more lectures online should change to adapt the technology. In future it could be guessed that 
the teachers should be skilful about technology and they should understand the requirements of the online learning. 
They need to be focused on the productivity of both lesson and the learners. Because the e-learning is very flexible 
they need to be aware of the4 situation that the learners are pretty free to decide to use their own time to study so 
this own time is somewhat very valuable to them. So teacher should know that she needs to be focused on 
productive and efficient learning in online platforms. Also teacher should understand to produce lesson materials 
using development tools efficiently. She needs to use these tools to create lesson in rapid to answer the changing 
demands. As long as the world would be more developing and also more quickly the changes in the topics would be 
in that speed and phase. Also as long as there would be new methodologies’ and tools for lesson design because of 
rapidly changing technology teacher should adapt quicker than the old times. As a result se should be able to use 
online tools perfectly.  Also it would be expected that the cost of these tools would be lower and they would be 
easier (Dewar & Core, 2009).  
Also the management should be understanding that the “the focus of process are changed from paper based, 
bureaucratic approval based, labor intensive activities and multi layered decision making to electronic data 
interchange real time systems , online decision support, document management systems and the expert system.  So 
actually if we translate this into e-learning there would be more teacher based activities run on the LMS systems 
were also expert system directly supports teachers. 
2.2. Quality 
Quality expectations of the products in the IT area also would affect the e-learning. As long as the technology 
continues to increase and become more available in more quality forms customers (so the students) would demand 
more quality. When we talk about quality in education it is much more different than any other products, because it 
is first of all more kind of service that we need to be very careful to think in detail. The education service requires 
that every part of it should be in some quality that make to sure that students received the service end outcome (to 
learn) perfectly. In e-learning the course development, course structure, teaching and learning process, evaluation  - 
assessment and support for student and the teacher from the institution are the areas that must be run perfect. Also 
these parts should be taken separately as well as considering the whole process as a one single service. So the 
management of the education is very hard if you consider this aspect.  Also when we talk about education systems 
quality and the models there should be some degree of scalability and the measurability to apply that model into 
other projects and measure the success of it. For the most time the quality measure is the GPA or the enrollment in 
many studies which is very weak if we consider the student satisfaction and the success of the whole system. The 
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measurements should also be made on a more realistic return on investment models and the more on students’ 
satisfaction, mastery learning performance. Also the measurements need to predict more future benefits of students.  
2.3. Responsiveness  
Enterprises should be more reactive to the market change. For the most cases in the education the changes 
become slower than the enterprise. The institutions and the policy makers always approach the change with doubt. 
Therefore it would be an unnecessary expectation for the rapid responses to the change. However the private schools 
and innovative institutions are much more thinkable in that case. However if we think about the change in the 
information technology if an institutions is the starter of the change they become leader and they here would be no 
competitor for them. In the education that could be somewhat true but not totally because there would be always 
people waited to be educated and we cannot talk about this kind of business style competition.  So it would be a 
better guess that educational institutions would be more reactive to the change then the past but they will still be 
somewhat behind of the technology and the change.  Also we need to have more future predictions for the 
technology and the administrators should always be follower of the change (whether they adapt it or not) and they 
should consulate to predict future directions and have a plan to change in the future because eventually they need to 
adapt the change anyway. They also need to start to train the teachers and other staff to get ready for this change. 
Also they should think about how to train the students off course.  
2.4. Outsourcing  
Outsourcing is the inescapable option for many of the institutions. For the education area this outsourcing of 
services could be also a better option in some areas. For example the lesson designs, material productions, IT infra 
structure, online support services, marketing services and the front desk services such as student advisement services 
and student consulting. The outsourcing trend seems to be growing and will be a more applicable idea in future 
(Bates, 2009).The administrator for the future e-learning services should understand this changing era so she should 
be skilled on   negotiation in order to develop more powerful programs that get help from expertise from outside of 
the institution, Additionally this takes new paradigm shift for those just using in house development, they need to be 
more open and welcome to critics form outside. 
2.5. Partnering 
 Partnering for joint ventures and finding alliance is also is a common process nowadays in the world (Kuo, 
2009; KMS Inc., 2007; Seamless Technology Inc, 2006; DPRK, 2009).  This partnership could be on the area of the 
financial power collaboration ( which is also showed as main source of failure in many e-learning projects as we see 
above) , area of research for the new product and services,  Also in the e-learning area  the partnership can be 
constructed for the creating of whole lesson,  teacher resources sharing ( such as  sharing of material, lesson plans , 
ideas and the learning objects (ADL,2008), for the support services sharing or the collaborating on whole course or 
entire curriculum even the program. For example it is possible that two of the institutions students would enrol on 
the same courses or the program where the institutions collaborating for the development of that program. Also there 
would be many other players as alliance. But as we have seen in the SUN/UMA case (Kekerix, 1986) this kind of 
partnering should be also managed very well to be succeeded.  Al l the players in this consortiums should 
understand the mission statement and act accordingly to it.  They should have specific mission statement for overall 
program and special consideration for each course.  It is clear that the leadership and the project management skills 
of the administrators are very important to carry out the plan according to mission statements. 
3. Second Part: Changing Nature of E-Learning  
Initiatives shift from teacher to student in the new e-learning models where the active learning is emerging more 
and more. Also the transformation of the teaching strategies should be more on according to these understanding. 
For example teachers should be focusing on the creative and innovative aspects in the learning. They should be 
more facilitator rather than solidly being the source of information. They need to give the responsibility to the 
students and they should make the student more committed on their learning and they need to eliminate the classical 
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reward- punishment mechanism using grades.  They should understand that the changing nature of the e-learning 
requires the learners to be more self managed. Also they need to understand the necessity of collaborative learning 
and the methods of discovery learning in this new environment. Teachers should give more credit to mastery 
learning because lifelong learning requires continuously learning rather than a time frame. This also requires another 
model of evaluation and record keeping system to follow – monitor the students in extended time frames. In future 
there might have more personalized educational consultant to students who would follow the progress and give 
feedback – grades to students rather than the future for the long term achievements. Another side of this system is 
also the administrations. They should also see that the hierarchical bureaucratic models will be changed and the 
teachers would need more freedom to adapt the new learning paradigms. For example the teachers will work with 
many other partners and the support teams , and they will work on their own time rather than coming to an office , 
they will be more open to other institutions and they would be self managed and will need more power to act on the 
problems on demand.  
3.1. Current Technologies Changing E-Learning Concept 
Today there are some technologies available on market and they can possible create a change in e-learning 
concept. Hence in the following titles we describe the current technologies that could possibly create that change. 
3.1.1. Video Streaming and Producing 
Video considered as one of the most effective (Zhang et al., 2006) instructional media in the learning. Today the 
simple ways if producing movie and the easy (and mostly free) way of distributing is available on internet. Teachers 
could have cheaper equipment to create their own video and put them online. IF we consider the situation of the cost 
and the ease of delivery today teachers are very comfortable position than the past. A streaming video capture 
capable camera can be obtained on very cheap price and the YouTube and similar web services provide a way of 
delivering these video to all kind of students very easily. It is actually possible for teachers to launch their own video 
based online courses very easily so that could be a very beginning step to discover how to produce online video for 
the e-learning.  
3.1.2. Web Development with Open Source  
Whenever the cost is the issue there is a step back from the innovation. But today the open source products create 
an environment for teachers to enter the e-learning arena by themselves. Also this gives the institutions to develop 
their e-learning system with less cost.  Actually operating systems like Linux, browsers like Firefox, server solutions 
like apache, database solutions like MySql, programming languages like Java and PHP  and many free open source 
applications ( such as Open Office, Gimp, Blender etc.) removes the some of the obstacles like the cost. Also there 
are many open source products specialized for e-learning such as Moodle or Sakai.  Also there is low cost hardware 
like one “Laptop per child project” that benefits the open source ideology. It seems that some of the cost issues can 
be solved using open source products however for the advanced project the know – how would be another issue. At 
least there is an alternative way for the teachers and institutions to use in their e-learning projects.  
3.1.3. Audio Files 
Another multimedia element is audio which is totally changed within the today’s technology. In the old days it 
was very hard and expensive to produce - deliver the audio files; today we can broadcast the MP 3 files very easily. 
The file sharing services like Napster or bit torrents give us this opportunity; also podcasting for students using 
services like ITunes University creates another opportunity to deliver our lessons in audio formants where students 
can carry the files in their mobile audio devices. In this case the e-learning approach could be more relied on mobile 
audio broadcast that gives more freedom to students to get work on their lessons in everywhere and this is also 
supporting the notion of lifelong learning. 
3.1.4. Blogging  
Today to publish something online is much easier than the yesterday. Technically a teacher without any technical 
knowledge on internet publishing languages (standard is HTML) can publish their ideas and lessons online using a 
blog service. The most of the blog services are easy, multimedia rich (such as providing video, audio, image 
inserting tools for end users) and free.  As a result if a teacher has lessons to publish online and share with the world 
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(even with restricted students’ access) she can easily do it with minimum effort (comparable to past years). Also 
adding the Web 2.0 service (see the section) capabilities mostly she can have a standalone e-learning system by 
herself. 
3.1.5. Internet Speed  
Off course to make e-learning alive the internet infrastructure should be strong. According to AT&T (2009) 
today most of the students can have a broadband connection in less cost at least in US   to reach rich multimedia 
based online applications. Also the internet connection prices are lowering in each year. So this advancement shows 
that the e-learning would be available with rich multimedia with cheaper access (if we include the open source 
software into equitation).  
3.1.6. Mobile Learning:  
Today technology also gives students to reach the internet over mobile phones that creates a 7 -24 access to their 
e-learning services. Also free application for mobile phones (Google Android, 2009) reduces some initial costs for 
the students. The service providers’ plans are still moderately expensive but in the future we will probably see some 
lower priced services.  So the teaching models should be shifted according to this new platform in the near future. 
3.1.7. Web 2.0 
Web 2.0 is also another new development that creates the chances to users to create content by them and make a 
social community using the technologies (O'Reilly, 2005).  This brings more users centered application so the users 
create their own content and share in internet. These applications are considered as the second generation internet 
services such as wikis, Facebook, YouTube etc. The collaboration, contribution and making community is much 
more stand out aspect of this new development for the e-learning. So teachers should also understand the aspects of 
community building on online and engaging students in those communities. Also another issue teachers need to 
understand is the openness of the content. Because within these web 2.0 services the content is not copyrighted on 
most cases and the ethical issues such as academic worth of the content or the plagiarism issues on the students 
created materials should be taken in different view point.  
3.2. 2010 and Beyond: 
Also for the 2010 there are expecting new developments (Edward, 2009) and we can also benefit from them in 
the near future in the e-learning.  The most interesting would be the emerged social networks like Wikis and 
Facebook. In the near future we would see the more applications and projects run over these social networking 
services that will allow us to reach our students in more different way and also allow us to collaborate with other 
teachers on internet.  
The cloud computing, developing storage techniques and on demand services architectures  embedded device 
technologies (Brown et. al,2006) are also will change the nature of the online education.  The changing future likely 
might happen in following areas and the terms in education: 
x Lifelong learning  
x Personalized learning – Tailored Learning  (The Personalized Learning Foundation,2009) 
x Adaptive E-Learning (Paramythis& Reisinger,2004) 
x Portfolio Collections (Borgman,2003) 
x Collective Intelligence and Communities  
x Games as learning tools  (Lenhart,2008) 
x More Advanced Online Mind Tools  
References 
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4. Discussion 
Technologies discussed above bring the picture of designating and delivering multimedia rich lessons over 
internet easily and quickly.  Also we need to understand that changing nature of the learners in this new age. 
Learners’ attention spans are decreasing (Tapscott,2001) however they tend to like to attend more task in a time 
(multi tasking). Additionally they fast read and communicate on social networks and also expect fast feedback, they 
like to access to the lessons and the media any time anywhere without any special restriction (like going to class in e 
certain time), they really like to create their own materials over the internet (Oblinger&Oblinger,2005 ; Olsson, 
2007). This generation tend to like to see the world in the first hand they are the information searcher (or Googler) 
than the old generation who are more receiver (Bullen, 2009). This also brings another question of personalized 
learning for them especially when we think in the terms of the student central learning (O’Neill, G. &McMahon, 
2005).  It is also means they have the capability of monitoring their own learning in some degree so the power of the 
teacher also decreases as well as the teacher role changes.  Teacher should be more focused to create the content and 
activities rather than delivering like as the old ways (lectures or books, test etc).  Also today teacher can ask more 
task to engage them to create something rather than doing pure exercises (like homework or old style assignments). 
As long as the tools are free and easy to use and accessible the students can also create their own content. Plus, the 
communication and the social interaction are changed in their world. They use social networking and the instant 
messaging tools to reach their friends. So this brings another way of collaboration and another way of teaching, 
Team projects, collaborative efforts and projects are much more suitable for this new generation. So the learning 
communities are becoming an important aspect to reach those students and make them work all together.  It would 
be a better guess again to expect those students to seek more authentic learning experiences in the online 
environment because today they are facing more advanced gaming experiences and engage more multimedia every 
day. The learning experiences should also have something similar to those environments to catch their interest 
however it is hard to balance the pedagogy and the entertainment aspects in those applications (Harteveld et.al, 
2007). However it is still required to put some more meaningful learning experienced to   e-learning because at least 
we know if there is no meaningful learning there won’t be any motivation to seek for more learning experiences 
(Mayer,2002). Teachers should put more and more learning experiences that would require the learners to analyze, 
use , engage ,question , enhance , interpret and experience  information and the learning situations within first hand . 
They need to put the students in a place where they would require creating the content. Also as mentioned, today we 
can ask them to do in a more social way (the discussion of face to face is another chapter).  
5. Conclusion 
E-learning could be a better solution or not for the students but we still need to understand some of the features 
about it. For example we still need a model for evaluating the success of it, and we need to understand ROI of the 
investment. Also we need to see the risks and benefits in more detailed variables like student’s cognitive 
development (rather than academic success); their social skills developments and finally we need to solve policy 
problems for e-learning projects.  
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